Popular Summary
There are a number of satellites in orbit now that are used to produce global maps of rainfall. The satellites that orbit closest to the earth produce the most accurate estimates of rain amounts, but they generally fly over any given spot on the earth only about once per day. (The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission satellite (TRMM) is one such satellite). The data these "low-flying" satellites provide can therefore only be used to calibrate the estimates provided by the more distant satellites, which are less accurate but view the earth almost continuously;
or the satellite data can be averaged over many visits to give some information about the average rainfall in each area.
The methods used by the satellites to make their rain estimates are quite indirect.
It is important that they be checked against direct observation of rainfall from instruments on the ground.
Ground-based radar systems provide useful information about rainfall over large areas, but the methods used by radar to make quantitative estimates of rainfall suffer from the fact that radars, too, observe rain from a distance.
Rain gauges, on the other hand, measure rainfall directly, but only over an area the size of a dinner plate. The errors rain gauges make are fairly well understood, and so, except for their limited coverage, they are ideal for checking the satellite estimates.
Comparison of satellite estimates with rain-gauge measurements is often frustrating, however, because satellites can at best attempt to measure rain amounts over areas many kilometers in diameter around a gauge, whereas rain gauges can only record what falls in an area some tens of centimeters in diameter.
This paper investigates the "noisiness" in the comparisons of satellite and gauge rain estimates due to the very different observational characteristics of the two: the satellite catches glimpses of large areas at infrequent intervals, whereas rain gauges record what happens in small areas continuously. A statistical model used in some earlier studies of TRMM is shown to be particularly relevant to addressing this question. It captures both the high variability of rain from place to place and moment to moment, and also how the level of variability diminishes when rain is averaged over area or over time. The model verifies that comparison of what a satellite sees at the moment it flies over a gauge with what the gauge records during an interval of time around the satellite's visit is indeed very noisy, but that there is a best choice for the time interval of gauge observations that should be used in the comparison.
It shows, not surprisingly, that the comparisons get better when there is more than one gauge in the vicinity, but that there is still an optimal time interval of gauge data around the satellite overflight time that should be used. The optimal interval shrinks as the number of gauges increases.
The paper also shows that when only a few gauges are available, many months of averaging of both the satellite data and the gauge data are needed to reduce the noise levels in the comparisons of the two averages to tolerable levels, and, somewhat surprisingly, that on these time scales the satellite data over an area hundreds of kilometers around the gauge(s)
should be averaged to reduce the noisiness of the comparisons to the lowest possible level--rather than using only satellite data taken as close to the gauge (s) as possible. It also shows that there are more complicated ways of averaging the gauge data that will improve the quality of the satellite/gauge comparison still further. These results should be helpful in choosing the most informative way to check satellite data with data from rain gauges. The possibility of using time-weighted averages of gauge data is explored.
Introduction
Satellites are the only practicable means of monitoring rainfall on a global scale, but remote-sensing methods used to estimate rainfall from space-borne instruments are inexact. Quantitative use of the satellite products requires that they be accompanied by estimates of their accuracy, and along with the decadeslong effort to improve satellite rain estimates there has been a parallel effort to compare the estimates from space with more direct observations taken from the ground in order to determine the error characteristics of the satellite estimates whenever possible. An especially extensive set of such studies of satellite algorithms is reviewed by Ebert et al. [1996] .
Since satellite-instrument estimates are inherently limited by the resolution of the instrument, loosely referred to here as the field of view (FOV), the satellite estimates represent rain rates averaged over areas of the order of the instrument resolution in size [see, for example, Olson, 1989] , with additional blurring because the satellite estimate actually depends on the state of the column of atmosphere above the FOV-sized area rather than on the rain rate at the surface.
Verifying such estimates with ground observations requires that accurate estimates of rain averaged over FOV-sized areas be provided.
Hydrologists have been grappling with this type of problem since well before the needs for satellite verification arose, and it is a notoriously difficult one.
There are many ground-based approaches to estimating area-averaged rain rate. Many involve remotesensing methods such as radar. We will principally concern ourselves herewithestimates made withrain gauges. Rain gauges have theadvantage thattheymeasure rainin a fairlydirect manner, andtheerrors they make aregenerally easily understood andtoaconsider- Court [1960] and Wood et al. [2000] . The representativeness of each rain gauge must therefore be examined carefully for such influences.
The problem of how well a gauge average agrees with the average rainfall in its vicinity has been extensively studied theoretically as well as empirically. Examples of such studies include Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia [1974a, b] , Silverman et al. [1981] , and Morrissey et al. [1995] . A particularly interesting and extensive empirical study was carried out by Rudolf et al. [1994] . They showed that the rms difference of the gauge average from the true areal average appeared to depend in a simple way on the number of gauges in the area. A theoretical argument for a dependence similar to what they found is given by McCoUum and Krajewski [1998] , who also investigated the error levels in averages of raingauge data used to estimate areal monthly averages as a function of spatial correlation of the rain-gauge data.
Krajewski et al. [2000] used rain-gauge correlations found in U.S. data to make quantitative estimates of error levels for areal averages of such data.
In comparing the average rain rate seen by gauges to the average of satellite estimates made in the vicinity of the gauges, a number of questions arise:
How much disagreement between the two averages is attributable to the fact that a gauge sees a very small area continuously, whereas the satellite sees a very large area around the gauge only intermittently?
• What is the best time interval over which to compare the two averages?
• Over what area around the gauge(s) should the satellite averages extend?
• If the gauge data are available as a function of time (e.g., minute by minute, hour by hour), would it be better to use time-weighted averages of the gauge data with weightings determined by the overflight times of the satellite?
The answers to these questions are not usually obvious. An important aspect of these problems is that rain statistics change depending on how the data are averaged. Daily rain-gauge data are correlated over shorter distances than monthly rain data, as can be inferred, for example, from the correlation lengths of order 101-102 km seen for daily rainfall by Abtew et al. [1995] and Cinch et al. [1997] , as opposed to the correlation lengths of many hundreds of kms seen for monthly rainfall by Mooley and Ismail [1982] and Morrissey [1991] . Small-area averages of radar-derived rain rates are correlated over shorter times than large-area averages, as was shown, for example, by Laughlin [1981] . Determining the answers directly from data without the aid of a statistical model can be frustrating because of the inherent noisiness of rain statistics, so that extremely long averaging times are required in order to get stable results.
One important issue in the comparison of satellite averages to averages of rain-gauge data that is not addressed by the above questions is the error inherent in the satellite estimates themselves, due to all the problems associated with remote sensing. This is discussed, for example, by Berg and Avery [1995] .
A number of theoretical studies of the problem of comparing averages of satellite rain estimates with averages of data from one or more gauges have been carried out. The studies by North and Nakamoto [1989] , North et al. [1994] , and Yoo et al. [1996] , for example, use stochastic models in which time and space scales are interrelated.
In earlier studies, error levels in satellite/gauge comparisons were estimated for specified averaging areas and time intervals. In this paper we shall explore how they change with area and time. The questions posed above will be examined with the aid of a model of rainfall statistics that was primarily developed for studies of sampling errors in monthly averaged satellite estimates of rainfall [Bell and Kundu, 1996, hereinafter BK96] . It is able to describe the changes in rainfall statistics with averaging times and averaging areas mentioned above to an impressive degree, and is therefore in that respect well suited to the study of these problems.
Only second-order moment statistics of rain (variances, correlations) are described by the model, however, and the model cannot address problems having to do with the higher-moment statistics of rain without additional assumptions.
Section 2 describes a framework for investigating how much satellite and gauge averages tend to differ due to their different observational characteristics. Section 3 describes the statistical model used in the study and its ability to handle different time and space scales. Section 4 explores a number of different averaging schemes and shows that there is often an optimal scale for comparison. Section 5 raises the possibility of using timevarying weighted averages of gauge data to help reduce sampling error in satellite-gauge comparisons.
The results are discussed in section 6. Mathematical details of some of the calculations are given in two appendices.
Comparing Satellite and Gauge

Averages
Comparisons of single, "instantaneous," coincident observations by satellites and rain gauges tend not to be very informative since, as we shall see, their very different sampling characteristics introduce too much uncertainty into the comparison. In addition, the instantaneous satellite estimates for single FOVs are themselves commonly believed to have errors of order 50% or more [see, for example, Wilheit, 1988; Olson et al., 1996] . (Errors in satellite estimates for the average rain rate in a FOV will be referred to here as retrieval errors.) The goal in comparing averages of satellite rainrate estimates to averages of rain-gauge data is finding evidence (or lack of it) for bias in the satellite estimates.
Biases in satellite estimates cannot be represented by a single number.
They almost certainly vary with the kinds of rain being observed, the amounts, and a host of meteorological and climatological factors that will take long and patient research to unravel. The most informative comparisons of satellite and gauge averages will therefore be ones where just enough averaging is done to reduce the variability in the differences due to random sampling and retrieval error to a level where residual bias is detectable at a certain desired level. Large datasets consisting of long sequences of satellite observations in the neighborhood of rain gauges and the accompanying gauge data will need to be broken down into comparisons of subsets of observations, and indications of apparent bias examined for patterns that might indicate problems with the satellite retrievals in certain situations.
For example, if the bias seemed to vary with the amount of stratiform precipitation, such a dependence might be revealed by comparing the biases seen in low-stratiform-amount and high-stratiform-amount cases. For this to be an effective approach the averaging must be sufficient to bring out the bias; but not so great that it reduces the dataset to too few cases.
As mentioned above, we expect averages of satellite data and of rain-gauge data to differ because they each include data that the other does not, referred to here as sampling error. There are also a number of other reasons the two averages might differ: the rain may not fall with equal probabilities at different times of the day, for example, or the mean rainfall may differ at different points (e.g., in hilly areas or near coasts). To the extent possible, the averages of the data must be adjusted to reduce the error due to these inhomogeneities to an acceptable level.
Let us first consider a simple example of the kinds of satellite/gauge comparisons one might wish to investigate, the difference between the average of satellite FOV estimates made in the neighborhood of a gauge during a single overflight of the gauge by the satellite and the average rain rate recorded by the gauge in a time interval bracketing the overflight time. Assume that the satellite overflight time occurs at t = 0 and that the rain gauge is located at position x --0, with x = (x, y}. The average rain rate seen by the gauge over a time interval T is
where R(x, t) is the rain rate at point x at time t, and the rain rate over the gauge orifice has been approximated by the rain rate at the point x = O.
The satellite, on the other hand, is treated as providing an estimate of the average rain rate over an area Aattimet=O,
Comparison of average rain rate over a period T observed by a gauge located at the center of an area A of radius a, when the area A is observed at t = 0 by a satellite.
with
where A is a circle of radius a with area A = ira 2.
See the illustration in Figure 1 . It would of course be possible to include several gauges and/or many satellite overflight times in the above averages, or to average over a rectangular area instead of a circular area. We will return to these questions later.
The satellite can only provide an estimate of Rs in (3) as an average of the FOV estimates that fall within the circular area A. When the area A is comparable in size to an FOV, the precise location of the gauge within the FOV matters. As we shall see later, however, our analysis suggests that averages over relatively large areas around the gauge are preferable, and, anticipating that, we will ignore the complication of specifying where the gauge is on the scale of satellite FOVs.
A bias in the satellite estimates is identified when the difference
is larger than can be accounted for by the sampling differences of the two systems or by random retrieval and measurement errors. If there is no bias in the estimates, AR should, on average, be zero. In order to test for the presence of a bias, we require an estimate of the random error components in AR. The mean squared difference of the averages is a useful measure of the error levels in the difference, defined as o2 =_ 2)
where/_ and/_ are the satellite and gauge estimates of
Rs and Rg in (3) and (1), respectively, with (unknown) estimation errors included; where the error variances in (6) are definedas
Uerr,g and where the angular brackets indicate an average over an ensemble of meteorological situations similar to the one for which we are trying to estimate a 2, and the primes indicate deviations from the ensemble mean; i.e., R' =-R-(R). In writing equation (6) it is implicitly assumed that sampling errors due to non-overlapping coverage, satellite retrieval errors, and gauge measurement errors are uncorrelated with each other. It is difficult to think of a plausible physical mechanism that would produce such correlations, but if reason were found to expect it, corrections for the cross-correlation effects would have to be added to the right-hand side of (6).
A typical comparison of satellite estimates with gauge averages results in a scatter plot of the satellite averages versus the gauge averages for the same areas and time periods. The quantity a in equation (6) is a measure of the amount of scatter about the "ideal" 45°line on which the points would lie if the satellite estimates were perfect and the gauge averages gave the true rain rate over the area sampled by the satellite. In this paper we will concentrate on estimating the sampling error term in (6) based on models of the statistics of the "true" surface rain rates being estimated by the satellite and the gauge. Because a considerable amount of averaging (large A and T) is needed to reduce the error variance cr2 to acceptable levels, the contributions to a 2 by random retrieval and measurement errors represented by O_err s and Cre2tr,g tend to be considerably reduced, so that a '} is dominated by a2samp, but this needs to be checked for each validation study.
If a good estimate of a can be obtained, one can conclude that if Iz_RI > 2c_, there is a strong probability (_ 95%) that a bias exists--always assuming that in-homogeneities in the rain statistics have been compensated for and that the gauge data are accurate. The estimated bias in the satellite estimate would be
with "one-sigma" confidence limits. In the analyses that follow, determination of bias at the 10% level is used as a reasonable goal, i.e., asamp
where/_ is the mean rain rate in the locality.
The sampling error variance defined in (7) can be written in terms of the space-time covariance of rain rate,
which is assumed to depend only on the separation of the points {r, T}. If (1) and (3) are substituted into the definition for ff2amp in (7), we can use (11) to write (7) as g_arnp = c_ + cgg -2csg (12) with and c_s=-<(R_)=>
In the next section we describe a model for the rainrate covariance (11) that was developed to estimate the sampling error in monthly averages of satellite data for a given area relative to the true monthly average that would have been obtained if the satellite were capable of continuous observation of the area. The model parameters were adjusted to fit the statistics of radar data over oceanic sites during two field campaigns, the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) and the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE). Given such a model, calculations of sampling error of satellite/gauge comparisons like the one described above can be carried out.
These will be discussed in the following sections.
Spectral model of rain-rate covariance
The model is described in BK96. Its four parameters characterize the space-time covariance of rain rate (11) needed for calculations like the one described in the previous section. It captures an aspect of rain behavior that is not always represented in statistical models of rain: time scales of variations in area-averaged rain rate become longer as the area is increased, and spatial correlations of time-averaged rain become longer as the time interval is lengthened. This phenomenon is partially captured by statistical models describing rain as randomly created cells, within which daughter cells are grown randomly, which in turn themselves grow daughter cells, etc., with faster and faster time scales and smaller and smaller spatial scales [e.g., Rodrfguez-Iturbe et al., 1987; Smith and Krajewski, 1987 ]. The present model was originally motivated by a model developed by Bell [1987] that used spectral methods to establish the space-time statistics of the rain being modeled. It is in some respects a generalization of the diffusive model of North and Nakamoto [1989] . Although the model is described in detail in BK96, we review it briefly here in order to introduce the parameters needed for the computations.
The space-time covariance of point rain rates (11) is expressed in terms of the Fourier transform in space and time of a spectral power function,
where k is a 2-dimensional wavevector {kx, k_}. The spectral power is given in this model by
Fo
(17)
(1 + k2L_)_+_ ' Since the model parameters in Table 1 were obtained from gridded radar data with grid spacings of 4 km for GATE and 2 km for TOGA COARE and covering a time period of 2-4 weeks, it is not obvious that the model can successfully describe the smaller scale statistics of raln-gange data nor the statistics of long time averages of gauge data, although it does quite well at fitting the data over the range of scales available in the radar data. To investigate the model's behavior on different scales, its predictions for the spatial correlation of time-averaged gauge data can be obtained by using an equation like (14) with '_)" replaced by the separation of the two gauges. A formula for the spatial correlations is given in Appendix A in equation (A23). Figure 2 shows the spatial correlations for 15-minaveraged gauge data predicted by the model using parameter values in Table 1 . As can be seen from Figure 2, the model with TOGA COARE parameters predicts correlation lengths ranging from about 6 km to 13 km, whereas the GATE parameters predict a correlation length of about 33 km. There were unfortunately not enough gauges deployed during TOGA COARE and GATE to test these predictions against actual gauge data. The TOGA COARE correlation lengths are comparable to what were found for a gauge array near Melbourne, Florida, by Habib et al. [2001] , who found correlation lengths of about 4-5 km for 15-rain-averaged gauge data for August-September 1998. Table 1. lit is interesting to note that the model also predicts a fictitious "nugget" effect when TOGA COARE parameters are used, in the sense that an exponential fit to the Table 1 predicts. This suggests that the effects of large-scale variations in rainfall occurring over periods of a month or more are, not surprisingly, underestimated in the statistics for 3-4 weeks of radar data such as were used in obtaining the parameters in Table 1 . Predictions using the model with the parameters in Table 1 must therefore be tempered by these considerations.
We will return to this issue in the discussion at the end. (16), (17), and (18), from fits to radar data from Phase I of GATE and from the ships MIT and TOGA during the three TOGA COARE cruises listed in (20). Average rain rate for each dataset and model-predicted variance of area-averaged rain rate for a 314-km-diameter circle with the same area as a 2.5°x 2.5°square are given in the last two columns. 
Sampling Errors for Validation
In this section we will explore the behavior of sampling error in the differences between satellite observations over an area surrounding one or more gauges for various averaging times T and averaging areas A. All of the calculations are done using circular areas rather than using square, grid-box shaped areas. The difference in the results should be very small if the areas are equal in magnitude. For example, the last column of Table 1 shows the variance of area-averaged rain rate calculated from the model for each set of parameters listed in the table for a 314-km-diameter circle, using (A9). At the equator, a 2.5°x 2.5°square box has the same area as the circle. When variances of areaaveraged rain rate are calculated for the square area they are found to be smaller than the values for the circle by only about 1.5%.
Single Satellite Overflight, Single Gauge
As a first example, consider the problem of comparing an average of satellite estimates from a single overflight of an area A with an average rain rate seen by a gauge over an interval of time T bracketing the overflight time of the satellite, as sketched in Figure 1 . The rms difference O'samp between the two averages can be calculated using (12) and the model covariance (16).
Results for _samp/R are plotted in Figure 4 using the GATE model parameters from Table 1 2) The comparisons become less noisy as the area averaged over increases.
3) Less obviously, for a given area A there is an optimal accumulation interval T for the gauge, and T increases as the satellite averaging area A increases.
These sampling error results depend on the rain statistics.
Model predictions (not shown) for <rsamp/R are considerably higher when the TOGA COARE parameter values in Table 1 are used, especially for the smaller areas A. This is largely due to the fact that the TOGA COAI_ statistics suggest higher spatial variability at small scales than for GATE, as evidenced by the larger negative values of the exponent u in Table 1 .
Single Satellite
Overflight,
Gauge Array
As a second example, consider the problem of comparing a satellite average over an area A where an array of gauges is present, thus providing a better estimate of the area-averaged rain rate in A than a single gauge can. In such a case, the gauge average in equation (1) is replaced by the n-gauge average 1 _ Rr(x,)
where the locations of the n gauges are specified by the positions x_, i = 1,... ,n. We must then calculate an expression like (7) with Rg replaced by Ring. The term cgg is replaced by the double-sum expression i=l j=l (22) which can be calculated from the spectral model using the covariance CTT(IXi--Xj I), an expression for which is obtained in Appendix A (equation A23). Likewise, the cross-term csg in (7) is replaced by the n-gange expression 1 n n i=l which can be calculated from the model using the covariance CAT(IXil) given by (A20) in Appendix A.
As an example of such a situation, consider the sort of comparisons that might be possible over the Oklahoma Mesonet described by Brock et aL [1995] . About 100 gauges are distributed over an approximate 3°× 5°a rea, with an average inter-gauge distance of about 40 km.
Suppose satellite estimates over grid-box areas of order 1°× 1°or 2.5°× 2.5°are compared to averages of data from gauges within these areas. In order to make the model calculations easier, we consider an idealized version of this problem in which gauges are equally spaced within circular disks with the same area as the grid boxes, i.e., with radii a = 63 km and a = 157 km respectively. Figure 5 shows a sketch of the areas with the a_sumed gauge positions marked. Based on this configuration, the sampling error for comparison of a single overflight of the array by a satellite can be computed using the n-gauge analogue to equation (12),
O'n,g,sam p = Css "Jr-Cng,ng 2Ca,rig using expressions (22) and (23). Relative sampling errors for comparisons over the two areal sizes are shown as smooth curves in Figure 6 as a function of the gauge averaging time T, calculated using the GATE model parameters.
The optimal gauge averaging time for the larger area grid box containing 49 gauges is predicted to be about 1 h, and relative error for the comparison is 30%, much lower than for the single-gauge comparisons shown in Figure 4 , as expected.
The same averaging time, 1 h, is best for the 1°× 1°box, though with much larger comparison errors.
When the same calculations are done with TOGA COARE model parameters (not shown), the comparison errors for regularly spaced gauge arrays are predicted to be larger than 100%, and the optimal averaging time increases to several hours.
Single Satellite Overflight, Random Gauges
It is interesting to investigate how sensitive the results are to the idealized spacing used in the previous example.
It is quite easy to calculate the average of 2 cr,_g,samp over all possible configurations of the n gauges within the area A allowing each of the positions xi to be arbitrarily assigned within A. Averaging over every possible configuration is equivalent to acting on expressions (22) and (23) with the averaging operation (l/A) fA d2xi for each gauge i. Except for the terms involving [R_ (xi)] 2, this is equivalent to replacing RT (xi) for each gauge by RAT, the space-time average of rain rates everywhere within A over the interval T, as defined in equation (A3) in Appendix A. For cng,ng one obtains
n with the bracket operation on the left hand side indicating an average over gauge locations, and with cr_ and a_r defined in Appendix A by equations (A13) and (A17).
The remaining term in (24), averaged over gauge positions, is
' '
which is computed for the model in Appendix A, with the result given in equation (A25). Relative sampling error for the two cases studied in the previous subsection for randomly placed gauges is shown in Figure 6 T (h) Figure  6 . Model predictions of relative sampling error for comparison of a single satellite overflight over circular areas equivalent to 1°x 1°and 2.5°x 2.5°boxes containing 9 and 49 gauges respectively, similar in density to that of the Oklahoma Mesonet. Smooth curves show sampling error for gauges spaced as depicted in Figure 5 , plotted as a function of the time interval T over which the gauge data are averaged. Dotted curves show sampling error averaged over all possible random placements of the gauges within the areas.
GATE model parameters were used in the calculations.
asdottedcurves. Asexpected, when thegauge locationsbecome more random, comparison errortends to increase, and,perhaps lessobviously, theoptimal averaging timeincreases aswell, probably because ofthe tendency forthereto belarger gaps between therandomly placed gauges.
[Aside:] A Classic Hydrological Problem
Rain-gauge arrays have long been used to estimate the average rain rate RAT for a time period T over an area A covered by the array.
(Average rainfall is given by TRAT.) It is interesting to note that the mean squared error in the classic hydrological problem of de-
termining
RAT with a gauge array is easily obtained for the random-gauge case just discussed, using (25) and _ _ ' _RngRAT)x = _2AT, as
which gives the approximate n-I/2-dependence on gauge number found by Rudolf et al. [1994] in their studies, and indicates that the coefficient of aT/V/n they obtained is predicted to be _ RAT)2)x = /_a__.a_AT_ 1/2 aT.
(28)°9
) the coefficient (a_ -a_Ar)l/2/aT depends solely on the spatial correlation of the gauge data at averaging time T. Physically plausible spatial correlations will always produce coefficients between 0 and 1. Note that equation (28) is a consequence of equation (25) alone and does not depend on the particular model we are using. When the coefficient is calculated using the model for a case analogous to the ones studied by Rudolf et aI. [1994] , assuming a disk with area equal to that of a 2.5°× 2.5°grid box for monthly averaged gauge data, the model with GATE parameters predicts a coefficient value of 0.76, while with TOGA COARE parameters the model predicts coefficients ranging from 0.88 to 0.93, depending on the case.
Rudolf et al.
[1994] fitted their collective results for relative mean absolute error for gauge arrays in Australia, Germany, and the USA, to an approximate form 0.865 × CrT/nOSS5
(neglecting a small additive constant term).
Since equation (28) is written for rms error instead of mean absolute error, the coefficient 0.865 found by Rudolf et al. [1994] should be multiplied by v/_ to be compared with the coefficient in (28), as pointed out by McCoUum and Krajewski [1998] . Since V/_x 0.865 = 1.1 is greater than 1, the effects of spatial correlation of the gauges predicted by (28) do not seem to have shown up in the results obtained by Rudolf et al. [1994] . This may indicate the presence of greater than expected sampling error in the coefficient obtained by Rudolf et al. [1994] , possibly due to non-normality in the distribution of the errors, or the influence of inhomogeneity effects on the statistics. Rudolf et at. [1994] found that sampling error appeared to decrease slightly faster with gauge number than n -1/2. This may be due to the fact that the real gauge arrays studied by Rudolf et at. [1994] were not randomly distributed, since gauges in real arrays tend to be spaced a certain minimum distance apart, whereas the n -1/2 behavior derived above depended on the randomness assumption.
Monthly
Averages, Many Satellite Visits It is clear from the above results that using raingauge data to validate satellite estimates at the 10_o level requires averaging over more than one satellite overflight of the gauges.
We turn next to comparisons of monthly averaged gauge data with averages of satellite data taken in the vicinity of the gauges during the month.
In this case the time interval T = 1 month is specified beforehand, and we investigate how asamp/R changes with A, the area around the gauge(s) over which the satellite data are averaged.
The low earth-orbiting satellites carrying microwave instruments tend to revisit a location about once per day, at least in lower latitudes, averaging about 30 visits per month.
To simplify our calculations, we assume that a satellite visits a site at regular intervals At, and that the visit times are given by
The satellite average to which the gauge average Rg is compared is given by
where RA(t) is defined in (4). Mean squared sampling error is thus given by (12), taking into account the effect of multiple satellite visits. In particular,
i j
This can be simplified using the lagged covariance of area-averaged rain rate CAA(T), defined in Appendix A in (A31), and the identity 
which is dealt with in equation (A19) of Appendix A. Sampling error for multiple satellite visits during T = 1 month can therefore be calculated from
Model predictions for each of the terms in (37) are obtained in Appendix A. Figure 7 shows the relative sampling error for a typical sampling interval of At = 1 day, and also for more frequent visits, down to the interval At ----3 h being discussed for a new satellite system called the Global Precipitation Mission (GPM). The optimal area for satellite averages being compared with a single rain gauge over one month is quite large, of the order of a 2.5°b ox for typical sampling intervals of once per day. As the satellite visit interval becomes shorter, the optimal area for averaging shrinks, to one smaller than a 1°b ox for a GPM-like case. Note that a month of averaging is still not sufficient for achieving comparisons at the 10% level. Approximately 6 months are required to reach that level for validation of a single satellite's estimates, or more gauges within the area are required. With two gauges, for instance, the required averaging time (not shown) drops to about 4 months. In a GPMlike era with the equivalent of 3-hourly satellite visits to a gauge site it may be possible to establish bias levels at the 10% level in a single month with just a few gauges in an area. Diameter of A (km) Figure  7 . Relative sampling error predicted by model using GATE statistics for comparison of monthly averages of data from a single gauge with averages of all satellite estimates during the month for an area A around the gauge.
The satellite is assumed to visit at intervals At. Satellites with microwave instruments typically visit at intervals At _ 24 h. A dashed line indicates error at the 10% level.
Time-Weighted
Gauge Data
The comparison of long time averages of gauge data with averages of satellite data in the previous section used straightforward averaging of the gauge data. Suppose one were to allow the weighting of the gauge data to vary in time depending on how far away in time the gauge observation is from a satellite overflight occurrence? In this section we look at a simplified version of this proposition to obtain an estimate of how much improvement in the validation procedure might be possible by using time-weighted averages of the gauge data.
As an example, assume that the gauge data are available at hourly intervals for a period H hours in length, of the order of a month or more. The gauge data are therefore provided as a sequence of hourly aver-
where RT(t) is the time-averaged gauge data over an interval T centered on time t, as defined in Appendix A in (A26). The time-weighted gauge average is
j=l
The weighting must preserve the long-term mean rain rate, so we require the weights wj to satisfy
j=l We expect the weights to emphasize gauge data taken near the satellite observation times and de-emphasize data taken far from the satellite observation times.
To simplify the problem, assume that the interval between satellite visits, At, is an integral number of hours, and that N satellite overflights occur during the averaging period H. The satellite average rain rate is 
This is a standard minimization problem, requiring minimization of (41) with the constraint (39) included by adding it to as2amp,t_ as a Lagrange multiplier term:
Optimal Weights of Hourly Gauge Data The factor (-2/H) has been included with the Lagrange multiplier A for convenience.
The optimal weights wj are determined by the equations OL/0wj = 0, j = 1,..., H, or axe provided by equation (A30). Equations (43) are linear in the weights wj and can be solved using standard methods. Once the w3 are known, the value of a2_np,w can be computed from (41), using (33) for ((R_)9). Appendix B gives some additional information about solving (43) for the weights and obtaining the sampling error a_samp,w. Figure 8 shows the optimal weights obtained using GATE parameters for comparison of an area equivalent to a 1°x 1°box with a single gauge at the center providing 1-h average rain rates, assuming that the satellite returns every 24 h. The calculation is done for a 6-day period, and shows that once the "end effects" have subsided the weights settle into a regular repeating pattern for the interior hours. The optimal weights indicate, as expected, that it is the hour of gauge data during which the satellite visits that should be weighted most, contributing about 25% to the weighted average (6.1/24).
The sampling error variance er_amp,w, compared to what it would have been with uniform weighting, a_=p, is reduced to about 60% of the unweighted error variance.
The amount of reduction in sampling error provided by adding time-varying weighting depends on the area A and the parameter values of the model, among other factors.
For instance, if the parameters in Table 1 for MIT Cruise 1 are used, the error variance is only reduced to about 85% of the variance for uniform weighting. The reduction in variance is larger, percentagewise, for smaller areas, but the error variance also gets worse as the area shrinks, as shown in figure 4. It is not clear that generalizations about the best approach for satellite/gauge comparisons can be made, since it depends so much on the characteristics of the data in each case.
Discussion and Conclusions
Rain gauges provide such direct measurements of rainfall that testing remote sensing estimates of rainfall against gauge observations is extremely attractive. The high spatial and temporal variability of rain, however, makes comparisons of the two difficult. One of the choices that must be made in such comparisons is how much averaging of the gauge data and satellite data are needed in order to reduce the "noisiness" of the comparisons to a level low enough that they can be informative.
A spectral model was used to examine some of these questions because it captures one of the more subtle statistical features of rain: the linking of characteristic times for changes in areal averages to the size of the averaging area. Although the spectral model parameters were adjusted to fit the statistics of radar-derived rain rates (rather than of gauge data) over two tropical oceanic regions, the model seems to capture many of the statistical characteristics of gauge data as well. The model parameters obtained from the fits to radar data may lead to underestimates of the amount of small-scale variability on time scales of a fraction of an hour and of the amount of large-scale variability on time scales of a week or more. Based on some limited experiments, it is likely that increased small-scale variability will make intercomparisons noisier, whereas increased large-scale 13 variability will probably make intercomparisons more informative.
The model indicates that comparisons of rain estimates from single satellite-instrument footprints in the neighborhood of a single gauge are too noisy to be of much use--a fact well documented in many examinations of such comparisons. If areal averaging of the satellite data is used to reduce sampling noise, the model indicates that there is an optimal averaging time for the gauge data for best comparisons, and that the optimal time increases with the area. With a single gauge, however, the areas and times required are too large to be practical.
The situation is improved when multiple gauges are present in the area observed by the satellite during its overflight.
Even gauge densities as high as 1 per 1000 km _ in a 2.5°x 2.5°box, however, are unlikely to bring comparison errors down to the 10% level. Averaging over multiple overflights of the gauges is required.
For a typical passive-microwave-instrument-bearing satellite providing about 30 visits per month the optimal averaging area around a single gauge is about that of a 2.5°x 2.5°box, and time averaging over a substantiai part of a year is required to bring sampling errors down to the 10% level. The optimal averaging area and time decreases when more gauges are present. Multiple satellites with similar instruments providing more than 1 visit per day can also decrease the averaging time required.
Finally, the improvements in satellite/gauge comparisons that might be possible if the gauge data are weighted depending on their relationship in time to the satellite overflight times indicates that substantial reduction in the scatter of the gauge and satellite averages is possible using this technique, though the amount of improvement varies considerably with the situation. 
and the area-time averaged rain rate as
We give as an example some of the steps needed in obtaining a simple integral expression for the variance of RA, 
The covariance of time averages of gauge data for two gauges separated by a distance b is given by
The covariance of spatial averages with space-time averages needed for equation (26) is given by
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